Tips for making video

• Length of film – Rule of thumb to have 2-3 minutes
for single child and 4 minutes for sibling group.
• Film landscape – make sure you hold tablet or
phone sideways – this allows to show film fullscreen when using TV or laptop
• Don’t be afraid to do close ups. Try to get a
variety of shots sizes. We communicate with facial
expressions and close ups will capture these.
Wider shots will show a lot about what a child can
do physically
• Bring the camera to the child’s eyes. It is easier
to see what they are doing/looking at when the
camera is at their level
• Film a range of activities /settings. If possible,
head out to the garden or park. This allows you
to film a range of things, such as play, talking,
running…
• Let children decide. If they are old enough,
ask what they want to do. Let them use their
imagination. If they want to be a character from
their favourite film, book, let them.
• Have fun… if you are able to edit the film you can
shoot more footage than you need. With digital
video there is no expense associated with taking
more footage than you need. It is easier editing
out footage than not having enough.

What to avoid:

• Switch off noisy distractions – switch off TV or
other noise. If there are other children, ensure
someone else is distracting them. Unwanted noise
makes a video difficult to watch – people want to
hear the child/ren
• Don’t let people talk in background. Anyone not
involved in filming will often want to chat remind
them to keep quiet or go somewhere else to talk.
• Only have one toy or activity at a time. Children
can get overstimulated if there are too many toys
or games available.
• Try not to over-use the zoom. It can be quite
shaky on hand held devices. Move closer instead.
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Tips for taking good photos

Writing a profile

• Use recent photos – use more than one
• Reflect child’s personality (i.e. doing something
they like)
• Siblings: include photos of siblings together and
apart
• Keep it simple
• Take a picture of the child/ren close up
• Shoot from a low angle or at the child/ren’s eye level
• Make sure it is a good quality picture if you print it
• Take photos in a bright place and in colour

Remember that the profile is the first contact adopters
will have with a child- so do not copy and paste from
a court report or permanence report. Talk to the child
and people who care for them and can describe what
they can do and what they enjoy (e.g. foster carers,
nursery, play group, school…).  
For example ‘Craig has a global developmental delay’
could be described as: ‘Craig has recently made great
progress in his speech. He can now say a few words
and uses some Makaton to communicate (don’t worry
we can learn together!)’

What to avoid or think about:

Tips for writing a profile

• Tell me two things you like about yourself?
• Tell me a story about yourself
• Tell me about a time/something you did that was
really fun
• Tell me about a time when you were really proud of
yourself
• Do you like school? What is your favourite subject?
• What is your favourite food, TV programme, kind of
music, book etc?
• What are your hobbies and interests?
• What do you want to be when you grow up?
• What would someone learn about you by looking in
your room?
• What would you like people to know about you?  
• What kind of family are you looking for?
• If you could have your own special wish what would
it be?

What to avoid

• All his immunisations are up to date – why does this
need to be included on a profile?
• He is meeting his developmental milestones – what
does this actually mean?
• He presents as happy/friendly/endearing – does
this mean he is actually not happy etc?
• He has the potential to be a loving son – in what
circumstances? How will this potential be realised?
• He never does what his carers say – what
impression does this give?
• Considering all he has gone through…. Implies
damaged goods?
• He has not been diagnosed with autism – so why
do I need to know this if not relevant? Does he
have autistic traits?

Using photographs

pull out quote or
feedback from event
could be here?

• Photographs can be a very valuable addition to
family finding as they add a human touch to an
otherwise very formal process.
• It is easier information for our brain to process
• It creates a connection more easily and quickly as
the child becomes real (avoids creating an image
based on report)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is the picture unclear/blurred/too dark?
Too old?
Too small?
Black and white?
Out of focus?
Other people in the picture
Is the child being respected?
Don’t take a picture of a picture

Using videos
The connection made with pictures is extended
with videos. Research also showed using video
clips increased the number of adopter’s enquiries
by an average of 30%. (Grant, M (2010) Seeing the
difference? Using video clips to help find families
for children)
Finally, videos can become an important part of the
child’s life story, as you can show them part of their life.
It can help them with making sense of where they lived
and provide valuable memories.
Before you start – make sure the foster carer is
supportive and gives consent to film the child in their
home or garden. Everyone should be relaxed. This is
not a promotional video where everyone needs to be
on their best behaviour or music needs to be played.        

